ABSTRACT Cellular satellites, which disaggregate space systems into many small and simple unit cells, represent a promising direction in space system construction. Cellular satellites can greatly change the design of space systems with attractive features, such as rapid response, task flexibility, and a high effectivenessto-cost ratio. On-orbit self-reconfiguration is critical to enabling cellular satellites to fulfill their potential. In this paper, a self-reconfiguration planning strategy is proposed for cellular satellites. Using this strategy, the cellular satellite can autonomously evolve its morphology from an initial configuration to an expected configuration, mainly by the assistance of assembling cell. The assembling cell design and the detailed self-reconfiguration planning algorithms are presented in this paper. The extensive visual simulations are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
capabilities when aggregated via hardware and software. NWPU (Northwestern Polytechnical University, China) put forth the concept of heterogeneous cellular satellite, developed cell prototypes and studied the problems of inertia parameters identification (Fig. 2 ) [20] , [21] .
The most attractive feature of cellular satellite is the on-orbit self-reconfiguration capacity. Since research on cellular satellites began to emerge, most work has focused on the prototype design of unit cells and few studies have investigated on-orbit self-reconfiguration strategies, algorithms and techniques. The self-reconfiguration concept in the cellular satellite is similar to that of ground modular robots [22] , such as M-tran robot [23] and UBot [24] . However, the selfreconfiguration strategy of ground modular robotics cannot be applied directly to cellular satellite for several reasons. First, in ground modular robots, each module is usually assumed to have strong sensing and locomotion abilities [22] . For cellular satellites, however, most unit cells are simple with single functions and thus cannot move without external assistance. Second, ground modular robots are usually homogeneous in that all modules are the same or similar, whereas cellular satellites are completely heterogeneous [25] . Third, studies of ground modular robots have focused on planning coordinated motions of modules and implementing efficient self-adaptive transformation in complex and hostile environments [26] . Yet the cellular satellites emphasize how to construct a serviceable space system. Given the obvious design and operational differences between space systems and ground systems, key problems in self-reconfiguration for ground modular robots and cellular satellites are totally different. Extensive self-reconfiguration studies for cellular satellites remain lacking.
In this paper, we propose a self-reconfiguration planning strategy for cellular satellites, under which the cellular satellite can evolve its morphology gradually from an arbitrary initial configuration to an arbitrary expected configuration. The contributions of this work are twofold. First, we study a real and critical issue in the use of cellular satellites. To the best of the authors' knowledge, few studies have investigated the planning problem of on-orbit self-reconfiguration in cellular satellites. Second, this study can be extended to a class of modular robots whose modules are heterogeneous and where only partial modules have mobility.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the problem description of self-reconfiguration planning of cellular satellites. Section III introduces the assembling cell design. The details of self-reconfiguration algorithms are discussed in Section IV. Extensive simulations are used to validate the proposed strategy in Section V. Section VI offers concluding remarks.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The immediate target of this study is a cellular satellite designed by NWPU. The cellular satellite consists of many types of unit cells (Fig. 2) On-orbit self-reconfiguration indicates that the cellular satellite can gradually change its morphology step-by-step, without relying on astronauts or a large and expensive space robotic platform. Although on-orbit self-reconfiguration is critical for cellular satellites, its planning problem is complicated due to the following reasons and constraints:
• Most unit cells do not have movement ability, because an essential feature of the cellular satellite is that unit cells are singly functional;
• Any unit cell is not allowed to be separated from the main satellite body. In other words, all unit cells must be interconnected at all times to prohibit free floating in a zero-gravity environment;
• The move sequences and placement locations of unit cells are important. For example, outer unit cells must be disassembled first before moving inner unit cells. The locations of current unit cells cannot obstruct those planned to move in the next step;
• A minimum number of cell moves is always preferred for on-orbit reconfiguration of cellular satellites. In the cellular satellite developed by NWPU, a special cell, called the assembling cell, is responsible for moving or manipulating unit cells Fig. 3(a) . The assembling cell is a specially-made symmetric robotic arm, and each end has one standard interface. Thus, the assembling cell can flexibly move on free interfaces by alternating ''head'' and ''foot'', similar to crawling robots. In addition, the assembling cell is capable of carrying one payload cell to a new place and can stand still to manipulate a combination of multiple cells. The three typical motion modes of the assembling cell are shown in Fig. 3(b) . With the help of the assembling cell, the cellular satellite can obtain on-orbit self-reconfiguration capability.
In this paper, we present a self-reconfiguration planning strategy for cellular satellites using the assembling cell. Several assumptions are adopted in this study to specify the problem. First, only one assembling cell is used in the self-reconfiguration process. Second, the number of unit cells in the initial configuration is the same as that in the expected configuration. Third, except solar panel cells, all other cells have at most one unique side with functional components (Fig. 2(a) ). Solar panel cells have four sides with standard interfaces (Fig. 2(a) ). Fourth, we do not consider the orbital dynamics effect and other influences of space environment during self-reconfiguration (e.g., orbit, zero gravity) and focus only on top-level planning problem.
Remark 1:
In this study, we do not consider the influences of space environment for the following reasons. First, the study focuses on the top-level planning problem during self-reconfiguration rather than the dynamics and control side. Considering page limits, we do not report every aspects in one paper. Second, the robotic manipulations in space have been extensively studied in literature and we do not repeat other work. Third, the movement of each unit cell on cellular satellites is just relative motion and compared to the entire cellular satellites, the mass of each unit cell is also limited. Therefore, we can simplify the planning problem by neglecting external influences (e.g., orbit, zero gravity).
III. DESIGN OF ASSEMBLING CELL
The assembling cell plays an important role in selfreconfiguration. In this work, we propose a four-link symmetrical robotic arm as the assembling cell (Fig. 4) . The assembling cell has five rotational joints: three are at the intersections between two adjacent links, and two exist inside the two ends. The assembling cell can move freely on the surface of the cellular satellite by utilizing free interfaces as footholds. The size of the assembling cell is proportional to the side of the unit cell. Provided that the side length of a basic cell is 1 unit, the lengths of the four links of the assembling cell are 1 unit, 1.5 units, 1.5 units, and 1 unit, respectively. To facilitate presentation in the rest of this paper, we define six coordinate frames F 0 (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) · · · F 5 (x 5 , y 5 , z 5 ) with the origins at two ends and four links, respectively; see Fig. 4 . By default, we assume F 0 presents the base coordinate frame fixed with the main body cellular satellite and F 5 at the moving end. Once ''head'' and ''foot'' are alternated FIGURE 4. Assembling cell and its coordinate system. during crawling or carrying motions, the coordinate system is mirrored. Given the coordinate frames, we denote the corresponding joint rotational angles as θ 1 · · · θ 5 . In this case, θ 1 and θ 5 are rotated with z 0 and z 4 , respectively, and θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 4 are rotated with x 1 , x 2 and x 3 , respectively. Note that x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are always parallel with each other.
Fig . 5 shows sample operating conditions of the assembling cell during crawling and carrying motions. Green blocks represent the ''foot'' of the assembling cell and red blocks represent where another end can reach (for carrying motion, the end is extended to the side of the payload cell). We do not show all operating conditions of the assembling cell due to the large total number (seventeen for crawling motion and nine for carrying motion). But all operating conditions constitute two workplace sets of the assembling cell, denoted as W w for crawling motion and W c for carrying motion, respectively.
IV. DESIGN OF SELF-RECONFIGURATION PLANNING ALGORITHM A. OVERALL ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In this study, the self-reconfiguration planning algorithm is divided into three core sub-algorithms: task planning, path planning and joint planning; see Fig. 6 .
1) TASK PLANNING
Task planning decomposes the morphology transformation of the cellular satellite into continuous movements of individual unit cells; that is, it calculates the move sequences and placement positions of unit cells. After task planning, the starting position and terminal position for each unit cell movement are determined.
2) PATH PLANNING
This algorithm finds feasible intermediate footholds on the surface for crawling or carrying motions of the assembling cell. It is usually impossible for the assembling cell to move or carry a payload cell between the starting position and terminal position within one step due to its limited length.
3) JOINT PLANNING
Joint planning calculates the joint rotational angles (i.e., θ 1 · · · θ 5 ) to realize a specific motion of the assembling cell, such as a one-step crawling motion or one-step carrying motion.
By combining these sub-algorithms, we obtain an integrated algorithm for the cellular satellite to achieve self-reconfiguration capacity.
B. TASK PLANNING
Inspired by the work in [27] , we propose a four-step task planning algorithm consisting of classifying, melting, sorting and growing; see Fig. 7 . The basic idea is to bridge the initial and expected configurations via an intermediate configuration.
In the classifying step, we compute and design VOLUME 7, 2019 an appropriate intermediate configuration. In the melting and sorting steps, the cellular satellite transforms its morphology from an initial configuration to an intermediate configuration cell-by-cell. During the growing step, the expected configuration is then constructed from the intermediate configuration cell-by-cell. We denote the initial configuration, intermediate configuration, and expected configuration as O, I, and E, respectively. We number all cells with C k , where k = 1 · · · N and N represents the total number of unit cells (Fig. 7) .
In this work, although the initial configuration and expected configuration are arbitrary three-dimensional (3D) structures, the intermediate configuration is always designed as a 2D structure for simplicity. For clarity of presentation, we use a 2D example for the initial configuration and expected configuration in the schematics in this section; see Fig. 7 .
Remark 2: In the proposed algorithm, task planning focuses only on placement of unit cells. The orientation adjustment for each unit cell between the initial and expected configurations will be considered and explained in path planning and joint planning.
Remark 3: Note that in Fig. 7 , we actually use similarity intermediate configuration as the bridge between initial and expected configurations rather than intermediate configuration. We will explain this in melting and sorting steps.
1) CLASSIFYING
The purpose of the classifying step is to design an appropriate intermediate configuration I by analyzing expected configuration E. All cells in I are temporarily placed with a ready order, and we can easily construct E cell-by-cell without adjusting any cell's position. Algorithm 1 illustrates the classifying process. To achieve this effect, we first analyze the connection topology of expected configuration E and attribute all cells with different assembling priorities. We denote the combination of cells with the same priority number i as l i . Cells with a smaller assembling priority number must be settled in E before those with lager assembling priority number. For instance, the cell in l 2 should be moved and settled before the cell in l 4 . Clearly, l 0 represents the first settled cell. Apart from l 0 , other l i may have multiple cells. The move sequences of cells with the same assembling priority number are interchangeable. Therefore, we can obtain a convenient design of I by simply stacking l i in order. The problem then concerns how to generate l i . In this study, we use the breadth-first search method to analyze expected configuration E and to introduce a tree form (denoted as T e ); see Fig. 8 . Therefore, l 0 is the root node of T e and l i corresponds to all child nodes in the i-th layer of T e . Clearly, the choice of the root node cell is not unique and T e is directly related to l 0 . In Algorithm 1, we traverse all the cells on the surface of E ( the cell set containing all surface cells is denoted as S e ) and choose one that generates the fewest layers.
Algorithm 1: Classifying Step
Generate tree form from C k via breadth-first search method ; end 4 T e ← Tree with fewest layers ; 5 l i is the combination of all child nodes on i-th layer of T e ; 6 Generate I by stacking l i in order; 7 Output: Intermediate Configuration I ;
2) MELTING AND SORTING
The aim of the melting and sorting steps is to disassemble initial configuration O and construct intermediate configuration I; see Algorithm 2. Because no unit cell is allowed to completely separated from the main body of the cellular satellite, I is constructed from one free interface of one surface unit cell of O. We denote the surface unit cell as C s . In this study, C s can be chosen arbitrarily; we choose one that can help to reduce collision risk in the self-reconfiguration process, such as cells on the convex surface. C s is the junction VOLUME 7, 2019 Move the farthest child node of the tree ;
Consider as basis cell and align with other basis cells to form a chain else 8 Aligned with other cells in l i to from a chain end end 9 Obtain I (a combination of l i ); 10 Sorting I and obtain I s ; 11 Output: Similarity Intermediate Configuration I s ; between O and I; see Fig. 9 . Similar to the classifying step, to disassemble O more efficiently, we search a tree form in O originating from C s and disassemble the tree gradually from the farthest child nodes. In addition, all cells in O are assigned by their assembling priorities (i.e., l i ) determined in the classifying step. During the melting process, we adopt a firstcome-first-settle rule and define the first arriving cell in each l i as the basis cell, denoted by C i1 . All basis cells for different priorities form a chain structure one-by-one originating from the free interface of C s . Cells within the same l i are aligned one-by-one originating from their basis cell to form a chain structure, which is somehow perpendicular to the chain with basis cells. We denote the 2D configuration after the melting step as I (Fig. 9) .
Clearly, I is also a combination of l i . Comparing I i with I, we can observe two differences. First, the orders of l i are different. Second, within each l i , the sequences of unit cells are also different. Therefore, we next sort the order of l i in I and obtain a new configuration form I s . As all unit cells in each l i are connected to their basis cell, we only need to sort the order of basis cells by using multiple cell manipulation of the assembling cell. This phase can be conducted by many sorting methods, such as the traditional exchange sort method and bubble sort method. For the second difference, as mentioned previously, the move sequences of cells within the same l i are interchangeable and therefore, the difference in l i has no influence on the construction of expected configuration E. We consider configuration I s to be a similarity configuration to I (Fig. 9) . Accordingly, we use I s instead of I in the final growing step.
Remark 4: During the sorting step, one practical problem involves how to break, insert and sort the intermediate configuration by using only one assembling cell. In this study, because the assembling cell can manipulate multiple cells one time (e.g., all cells in one l i ), we use a similar treatment for the Tower of Hanoi problem. Details of the sorting step when using one assembling cell are not discussed because they are trivial, tedious, and not the main contribution of this work. An example of this process is presented in the simulation section. In addition, this difficulty can be easily addressed by using multiple assembling cells.
3) GROWING
After the sorting step, all cells in I s are placed in the appropriate order and therefore, E can be constructed cell-by-cell readily and conveniently; see Fig. 10 . l 0 is the first settled cell. 
C. PATH PLANNING
Due to the length constraints of the assembling cell, it is usually impossible for assembling cell to complete a crawling operation or carrying operation within one step. We denote the first interface and last interface as P s and P t , respectively. The idea of path planning is to identify the shortest and successive footholds on the surface of the cellular satellite from P s to P t by using W w or W c as workspace sets. We denote these successive footholds as path τ . The details of the path planning algorithm are presented in Algorithm 3. Set the backpointers from reachable interfaces to P c ;
Algorithm 3: Path Planning

7
Add reachable interfaces into Q; end 8 Generate a path τ from P t to P s through back backpointers ; 9 Output: Path τ ;
Inspired by the Dijkstra algorithm [28] , we use a searching-based method to find τ step-by-step. We first define a queue Q to include interfaces that have been searched already. Once P t is reached, backpointers are used to trace τ ; see Fig. 11 . For the crawling operation, P s and P t are well specified with no ambiguity. For the carrying operation, previous task planning provides only the starting position and terminal position for each unit cell. Because one unit cell may have multiple free interfaces, we need to choose appropriate interfaces as P s and P t before path planning. For basic unit cells with six identical sides, any free interface can be used as P s or P t . But for a unit cell having one side with functional components, such as an antenna, the problem is more complicated. In this work, at a starting position, we choose the free interface as P s as long as it satisfies the working condition set W c . For the terminal position, besides the requirements from W c , we choose the free interface as P t to facilitate the side of functional component facing the outside, because this side cannot dock with other cells. For the final settlement in E, we select the free interface as P t that can guarantee to adjust the orientation of the unit cell in case it is specified in expected configuration E. 
D. JOINT PLANNING
After path planning, we obtain the foothold locations of the assembling cell. We are now ready to calculate the joint rotations to drive each step motion of the assembling cell. Indeed, joint planning is a standard problem in the robotic arm field. For a self-contained purpose, we briefly introduce the joint planning algorithm used in the proposed strategy.
The inverse kinematics model plays an important role in joint planning. Taking the coordinate system defined in Fig. 4 , we define the transformation matrix T from F 0 to 
We denote the length of the F 1 link of assembling cell as L 1 and the length of the F 4 link as L 4 , such that L 1 is the side length of standard unit cell. For crawling and carrying motions, L 4 = L 1 and L 4 = 2 L 1 (including a payload cell), respectively. The lengths of other two links are 1.5L 1 . We then follow a regular kinematics derivation process of robotic arm and obtain the inverse kinematics model for the assembling cell [29] , [30] 
where
and
Note that θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 4 have multiple solutions and we can choose one solution as needed for each assembling cell motion. Similar to other studies on robotic arms, once the desired trajectory for the end effector of the robotic arm has been determined, rotational joints can be calculated directly by using the inverse kinematics model. In the following, we take the crawling motion as example to present our considerations on trajectory planning. For one step crawling, we consider the motion of the assembling cell to be composed of three phases ( Fig. 12): 
1) SEPARATING FROM CELLULAR SATELLITE
The end of the assembling cell vertically leaves the cellular satellite for 0.2 unit distance (the side length of a standard unit cell is 1 unit) to separate the standard interfaces.
2) MOVING END TO DESIRED POSITION
A possible trajectory to the desired position (defined by the starting position in the next phase) is planned and computed for the assembling cell by using a traditional five times polynomial interpolation algorithm. Clearly, the trajectory is not unique. In this work, we randomly sample five trajectories and choose one with maximum safe allowance in the environment.
3) DOCKING WITH CELLULAR SATELLITE
The end of the assembling cell approaches the cellular satellite at 0.2 unit distance to dock the interfaces.
We then calculate joint rotational angles by using the inverse kinematics model with the planned trajectory [29] , [31] . Similar joint planning results can be obtained for the carrying motion and multiple-cell manipulating motion, and we do not present them here. In the last settling operation for each cell when constructing the expected configuration, the orientation of unit cell will be adjusted if needed by using the assembling cell. This is another consideration in joint planning.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this study, we develop a specific software environment in Unity 3D (Unity Technologies) to validate the proposed self-reconfiguration planning strategy. We built the simulation environment in Unity 3D because it can provide high-fidelity visual simulation effects. In this paper, we present the validation results for three examples.
A. EXAMPLE 1
First, we apply the proposed strategy to a cellular satellite with 16 unit cells. Fig. 13 presents six key snapshots during the self-reconfiguration process. The simulation video can be downloaded from footnote link. 1 The initial and expected 1 https://pan.baidu.com/s/1VSwWsiQ9BhKBAjtK_AWNgQ configurations are shown in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(f) , respectively. Fig. 13(b) presents the melting step from the initial configuration to the intermediate configuration by using the assembling cell. Fig. 13(c) demonstrates the temporary configuration I after melting step. Fig. 13(d) shows the similarity intermediate configuration I s after the sorting step. Fig. 13(e) illustrates the growing step beginning with the similarity intermediate configuration and the expected configuration is finally constructed in Fig. 13(f) . Clearly, the cellular satellite successfully changes its morphology step-by-step from the initial configuration to expected configuration. This example depicts 66 times cell movements and manipulations.
B. EXAMPLE 2
Example 2 is for a cellular satellite with 28 unit cells. Fig. 14 presents six key snapshots during the self-reconfiguration process. Similar to example 1, the simulation video can be downloaded from the link on the footnote. The initial configuration and expected configuration are shown in Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(f) , respectively. Fig. 14(b) presents the melting step. Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 14(d) show configurations I and I s , respectively. Fig. 14(e) shows the growing step and Fig. 14(f) shows the expected configuration. Again, the cellular satellite autonomously changes its morphology step-by-step by using the assembling cell. For this example, there are totally 138 cell movements and manipulations.
C. EXAMPLE 3
We finally conduct a simulation for 128 unit cells. Similar to the above two example, Fig. 15(a)-(f) key snapshots during the self-reconfiguration process. With assistance from the assembling cell, the cellular satellite successfully changes its morphology from the initial configuration to the expected configuration. In this example, the self-configuration process contains 586 cell movements and manipulations. Clearly, as the number of cells increases, the strategy becomes less efficient because only one assembling cell is used in the strategy, which requires more effort to adjust and sort cell positions. That is one limitation of the strategy with one assembling cell. 
D. SORTING STEP
We present one simulation example of the sorting step to further illustrate Remark 2. As explained previously, we use a similar treatment for the Tower of Hanoi problem. For example, in order to exchange the order of top two l i s in the configuration in Fig. 16 , we temporarily attach these two l i s to the side of current configuration to expose the necessary port and then re-arrange their order. Fig. 16 illustrates the sorting step.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a systematic self-reconfiguration planning strategy for cellular satellites. An assembling cell is used to carry or manipulate unit cells to achieve the self-reconfiguration capacity. Corresponding planning algorithms are presented and discussed in this paper. The simulation results verify that by using this strategy, the cellular satellite can autonomously evolve its morphology from an arbitrary initial configuration to an arbitrary expected configuration. We are currently working to further improve the efficiency of this self-reconfiguration strategy by using multiple assembling cells. He is currently a Professor with the School of Astronautics and the National Key Laboratory of Aerospace Flight Dynamics, Northwestern Polytechnical University, where he is also the Vice Director of the Research Center for Intelligent Robotics. His research interests include tethered space robotics, intelligent control, machine vision, and space teleoperation.
